
ROTATING FOREARM SUPPORTS
The unique Navigator is a rollator with forearm supports specially designed for users with arthritis and/or limited 
strength in their arms and hands. It is equipped with very stable and comfortable height adjustable forearm 
supports. From now on, the Navigator is also available as a new version with horizontal angle-adjustable forearm 
supports that provides optimal adjustment options, so each user can set it exactly according to his needs and 
then enjoy the comfortable hand position. For users who need a rollator with forearm supports, Navigator is the 
best choice. For all the details and benefits, please read the following pages.

NAVIGATOR   
ROLLATOR WITH FOREARM SUPPORTS
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40 CM

13 CM

The height adjustable forearm supports are 
very easy to adjust in a range of 75 – 115 
cm  (total for both rollator sizes).

The hand brakes include parking brake. 
They run very smooth and can be operated 
with very little force. Reliable and 
maintenance free.

The deep and soft padded forearm supports 
provides optimal arm comfort and support 
for the user. They are made of PU and the 
length is 24 cm. The surface is washable 
and easy to keep clean.

The push handles can be rotated to fit the 
most comfortable position of the user’s 
hand. Width between push handles is 47 
cm.

Centre-to-centre distance between forearm 
supports is 47 cm. It is equipped with a 
strap in order to stabilize and strengthen the 
upper part. The strap must be connected 
during use.

The brake and push handles are fully 
integrated into the forearm support and 
length adjustable in a range of 13 cm.

The Navigator is designed and approved for 
use on flat surfaces indoor only.

COMMON DETAILS & SPECIFICATIONS

(Push to brake)
Parking brake

(Pull to brake)
Driving brake

Front view

Easy to lock and unlock the rollator with the 
unique A+ locking system. It folds easily by 
pulling the strap on the seat. It stands firmly 
on its wheels taking up little space.

The Navigator is available with standard or 
comfort wheels. Standard wheels are made 
with black rubber tyre (TPE) and comfort 
wheels are made with black soft PU tyre.

Practical net bag as an extra feature to put 
between the handgrips for carrying small 
items such as a mobile phone, medicines, 
glasses, keys etc.

Standard wheel Comfort wheel

The specially designed aluminium frame is 
well-known of the other Rehasense rollator 
designs. The Navigator comes in 3 colours. 
For more information please turn to next 
pages.

The Navigator is equipped with a step pedal 
on both sides which makes it easier to pass 
doorsteps and similar obstacles.



NAVIGATOR WITH COMFORT WHEELS - Ø200 x 35 mm with black, high and soft PU tyre

Champagne
Color

L/62 cm 46 cm 10,1 kg NRRCHL60UP 150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-114 cm 10 steps

Size / 
seat height

Seat
width

Max
user

weight
Total
width

Total
length

Folded
width

Height
adjustment

Dif. G/S

Push 
handle
height

Item
number

Total 
weight
w/o bag

NAVIGATOR WITH FIXED FOREARM SUPPORTS

NAVIGATOR WITH COMFORT WHEELS - Ø200 x 35 mm with black, high and soft PU tyre

NAVIGATOR WITH STANDARD WHEELS - Ø200 x 35 mm with black rubber tyre (TPE)

NAVIGATOR WITH STANDARD WHEELS - Ø200 x 35 mm with black rubber tyre (TPE)

Provides optimal comfort & unique adjustment options (recommended)

Champagne
Color

L/62 cm 46 cm 9,9 kg NRRCHL60 150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-114 cm 10 steps

Size / 
seat height

Seat
width

Max
user

weight
Total
width

Total
length

Folded
width

Height
adjustment

Dif. G/S

Push 
handle
height

Item
number

Total 
weight
w/o bag

NAVIGATOR WITH ROTATING FOREARM SUPPORTS

Sober grey
Color

L/62 cm 46 cm 9,4 kg NRSGL600
NRWRL600

150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-115 cm 10 steps
Wine red L/62 cm 46 cm 9,4 kg

XXXXX000 

150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-115 cm 10 steps

Sober grey M/55 cm 46 cm 9,2 kg NRSGM550 150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 75-98 cm 7 steps

Size / 
seat height

Seat
width

Max
user

weight
Total
width

Total
length

Folded
width

Height
adjustment

Dif. G/S

Push 
handle
height

Item
number

Total 
weight
w/o bag

Sober grey
Color

L/62 cm 46 cm 9,6 kg NRSGL600UP
NRWRL600UP

150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-115 cm 10 steps
Wine red L/62 cm 46 cm 9,6 kg

XXXXX000 

150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 90-115 cm 10 steps

Sober grey M/55 cm 46 cm 9,4 kg NRSGM550UP 150 kg 63 cm 67 cm 28 cm 75-98 cm 7 steps

Size / 
seat height

Seat
width

Max
user

weight
Total
width

Total
length

Folded
width

Height
adjustment

Dif. G/S

Push 
handle
height

Item
number

Total 
weight
w/o bag

Forearm supports:
0 deg. / straight position,
(Optional).

Forearm supports:
Only 0 deg. / straight 
position.

Forearm supports:
22,5 deg. position,
inward (Optional).

Standard wheels

Standard wheels

Forearm supports:
45 deg. position,
inward (Optional).
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ACCESSORIES
Rehasense rollator accessories are designed to make the use of your rollator more comfortable, 
practical, functional and safe during daily use. We are constantly focusing on innovation and 
development of new products that you can use to stay active. We value our customers and your 
feedback and ideas are always welcome. You can customize your rollator exactly to your need with 
a wide range of accessories as shown below. Ask your local dealer for a demonstration.

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Tested & approved
according to 

ISO 11199-3:2008

All rollators from REHASENSE are      - marked and meet the 
requirement of the EU directive 93/42/EEC for medical devices
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Dealer stamp

info@rehasense.com
www.rehasense.com

+49 2821 590 8587
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Tray

Slow down brake

With standard wheels

With comfort wheels

One-hand brake cableNet bags Crutch holder

Underseat net bag

Net bag with zipper

Infusion rack Oxygen bottle holderBags with lid

With zipper

With cover

Sober GreyChampagne Wine Red

WITH ROTATING FOREARM SUPPORTS NAVIGATOR WITH FIXED FOREARM SUPPORTS


